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Milivoje Panic

The recent history of conflicts
There have been more than one hundred and forty civil wars since 1945. Estimates put
the number of casualties at around 20 million, with 67 million people displaced.a If correct,
these figures are equivalent to half of the casualties and more than double the total number of
displaced persons in Europe during the Second World War - estimated at 40 and 30 million
respectively.b
There was great hope during the brief euphoria in 1989/90 that the end of the Cold War
would herald the beginning of a new era of widely enjoyed improvements in economic welfare,
prosperity and peace achieved through greater harmony of interests and cooperation between and
within countries. Regrettably, though not surprisingly, it is the sceptics who have turned out to be
right. Some of them suspected that the euphoria would turn out to be no more than, as the then
British Foreign Secretary put it, a “Utopian folly”.c Others feared that the removal of the
East/West tensions would revive the old ethnic and cultural antagonisms and conflicts.d
Far from peace and harmony, over one hundred armed conflicts have taken place since
1989.e They have ranged in severity from minor conflicts (at least twenty-five battle-related
deaths) to wars (one thousand or more battle-related deaths). In other words, “the world total of
separate conflicts is still high, twice as high (in 2001) as when the Cold War began”.f Moreover,
civil and international wars are not the only forms of organized aggression and brutality. A
number of countries have experienced intercommunal violence, genocide, coups and high levels
of organized crime.
Many factors, often specific to individual countries, are responsible for these conflicts.
There are, however, certain characteristics that are shared by most countries that have
experienced civil wars: poverty, unemployment and economic stagnation – with economic
welfare and income security deteriorating rapidly.g The fact that rates of growth tend to be much
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lower in war-affected economies than in those that have not experienced civil conflictsh makes
the underlying problems even worse.
Clearly, economic conditions are of critical importance. But they cannot be considered
independently of non-economic factors for the simple reason that there is a strong interaction
between the two.i To achieve their objective, economic policies must therefore take into account
the capacity of a society (its institutions and resources) to solve the problems created by the
divisions and tensions that are responsible for recurring violence. As Lord Beveridgej pointed
out, with the Great Depression in the 1930s and its aftermath in mind, “The greatest evil of
unemployment is not the loss of additional material wealth which we might have with full
employment: there are two greater evils. First, that unemployment makes men seem useless, not
wanted, without a country; second, that unemployment makes men live in fear, and that from
fear springs hate.”
Finally, the existing antagonisms, grievances and conflicts are not the only reason the
world community needs to tackle the causes of armed conflicts. An international survey
reflecting the views of over one billion people, published in 2004, found that there was
widespread pessimism about the future. People across the globe felt “unsafe, powerless and
gloomy” and feared that the next generation would live in a world even less prosperous and safe,
and more internationally insecure.k These are exactly the conditions that bred civil and
international conflicts in the 1920s and 1930s, culminating in the Second World War.
Major causes of civil unrest and conflicts
Poverty
A recent World Bank paper on its role in conflict and development took the unusual step
of admonishing publicly its economists for their professional limitations and myopia in dealing
with a subject as complex as that of civil unrest and war. According to the Bank, “Bank
economists were inclined to think of conflicts as an exogenous shock, akin to a natural disaster
or an adverse swing in terms of trade – something bad and unfortunate that happened from time
to time and which was either ‘not our problem’ or in any case ‘there was not much we could do
about’ ”.l The economists’ views were in fact contradicting the findings of the Bank’s own
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research which “reaffirmed the links between conflict and poverty, confirming the everyday
observations of other agencies and NGOs”.m
Yet even these links, as the Bank goes on to observe, are not as simple as they might
appear. Not every poor country experiences civil conflicts. For example, they have occurred
since 1989 in only half of the countries included in the list of least developed countries (that is to
say, the world’s poorest and economically vulnerable states) identified by the Committee for
Development Policy.
Nevertheless, the fact that there is a strong link between poverty and armed conflict is
indisputable and can be easily confirmed.n Half of the States experiencing such conflicts since
1989 are in the bottom quartile of the countries included in the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) Human Development Index (HDI). With one third of the remaining
countries in the next quartile, over 80 per cent of the States that have experienced civil conflicts
are in the bottom half of the HDI.
The key economic characteristics that these countries share include those already
mentioned: low levels of income per head and high unemployment and/or underemployment
levels. Not surprisingly, in most of them, over 40, or even 50, per cent of the population is
ranked as poor. As a result, their levels of literacy, education enrolment, health standards and life
expectancy are well below those in high or medium income countries – making it extremely
difficult for those living under these conditions to escape the poverty trap through their own
efforts.
Impoverishment, inequality and pessimism
None of this need cause civil unrest and conflict if the general feeling is that the burden
of low development is shared fairly, that there is a steady improvement in the country’s
economic performance which is benefiting all, and that those caught in the poverty trap can
expect with confidence that they will be able to escape from it in the foreseeable future.
The problem is that in many low-income countries none of these conditions is satisfied. Income
inequality has increased over the last thirty years worldwide.o To the extent that Governments
have become either unable or unwilling to compensate for this through income transfers, this
means that the inequality of opportunity and outcome has also gone up both within and between
countries. Moreover, over the same period, annual rates of growth in the world’s poorest States
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have been, on average, only a fraction of those in the countries that have achieved medium or
high levels of ‘human development’.p No wonder that the feeling of economic insecurity has
increased internationally, particularly among low-income countries.q People feel less prosperous
– notably in Africa, South America and the Pacific Region – and generally less optimistic about
the future. The pessimism about their own future and that of the world is now shared also by the
majority of those living in highly industrialized, prosperous countries.r The danger is that, if
nothing is done to reverse this situation, these trends will create exactly the conditions in which
people, especially inhabitants of the poorest countries, can easily become caught in the vicious
circle of relative and/or absolute impoverishment, despair and, as Lord Beveridge warned, hate.
The cycle is familiar. The low level of development limits the capacity of a country to
produce the volume of output required to satisfy the needs and aspirations of its population.
Consequently, employment opportunities are also limited so that unemployment, actual and
disguised, is invariably high. Unemployment reduces income of those directly affected and,
through the multiplier effect, of the country as a whole. In addition, as it does not affect all
sections of the society equally, unemployment also increases the inequality.s
The immediate impact of low national income is that the Government’s taxable capacity
is inadequate for the State to provide transfer payments and social services needed to minimize
the social cost of unemployment and poverty. The long-term impact is that low private and State
income reduces the level of private and public savings in the country and therefore – in the
absence of external assistance – both private and public investment. The rate of growth declines,
reducing the possibility of future improvements in the standard of living.
Starting from an already low level of economic welfare, the overall effect is greater
economic insecurity and growing dissatisfaction with the existing order. Political instability and
the risk of conflict increase. This encourages emigration of highly skilled and educated labour
and the flight of capital – making it even more difficult to reverse the process of economic
decline. The vicious circle of poverty and stagnation continues, and with it the likelihood of
conflict.
The risk of civil war will be particularly high if there is a sudden, sharp fall in output,
employment and income, and no clear sign that the country will be able to reverse it in the
foreseeable future. The costs of economic stagnation have “a dramatic causal impact on the
likelihood of civil war”.t Moreover, this is not confined to low-income countries – though they
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are, of course, particularly vulnerable – because “the impact of growth shocks on conflict is not
significantly different in richer, more democratic, or more ethnically diverse countries”.u
For instance, sharp falls in income and large increases in unemployment preceded civil wars in
Sierra Leone, Nigeria and Indonesia. The same happened in Yugoslavia “following the liberal
reforms in 1989”.v The economy declined by 15-20 per cent and the rate of unemployment in
some regions reached 40 per cent of the adult population “fuelling social unrest”.w The
difference between these four States was that in Yugoslavia “income per capita was two or three
times the average for civil war countries” and it had high levels of educationx as well as a public
health service that was unusually comprehensive for the country’s level of industrialization. Two
years later the first of the Yugoslav civil wars broke out.
More generally, economic depression in Europe in the 1840s was followed by a number
of revolutions across the continenty; and the Great Depression in the 1930s led to the rise of
fascism in a number of States and, eventually, to the Second World War.z As an eminent social
anthropologist concluded after analysing extreme nationalism and its causes, “People who are
affluent and, above all, who believe themselves to be in a situation which will fairly soon
improve and continue to do so are much less likely to be tempted into violent conduct…than
people whose situation is deteriorating and looks like continuing to do so – let alone people
whose situation is desperate”.aa
Social divisions and political oppression
The ease with which the ‘temptation’ for violent conduct within a State can be translated
into action is also determined by the degree of its social cohesion and the nature of its political
institutions.
When their economic welfare and personal survival are threatened, the most effective
form of protection is for people to form alliances with those who face similar dangers. In that
respect little has changed since Aristotle observed almost 2,500 years ago that “Men journey
together with a view to particular advantage, and by way of providing some particular thing
needed for the purposes of life, and similarly the political association seems to have come
together originally, and to continue in existence, for the sake of the general advantages it
brings.”bb
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The optimum size of the groups formed by such alliances tends to depend on the nature
of violent conflicts. In intra-State conflicts, when the Government is either unable or unwilling to
act in the interest of all its citizens, it will be smaller than the State – with the exact size
depending on socio-economic divisions and inequalities.
The best way to understand the origin of tensions that may lead to violent conflict or war
is to start with a simple model that eliminates some of the most common causes of social
divisions and frictions.
A sovereign State will normally be protected against disintegration into a multitude of
warring factions if the population is homogeneous and the existing inequalities are not a divisive
issue; the whole population shares the same racial characteristics, national roots, language and
religion; there is no State-imposed discrimination against any section of society; everyone enjoys
the same legal rights, has equal access to state institutions and influence on the way they are run;
and, equally important, existing economic inequalities (functional, horizontal, personal and
regional) are generally accepted as ‘fair’. Clearly, under such conditions, the scope for divisions
between capital and labour, occupational or social groups and regions would not be large enough
for any one sub-group within the State to advance its interests by violent action at the expense of
the rest. It would face the combined hostility of the majority and, therefore, certain defeat. To
succeed, attempts to improve economic and social conditions of the country as a whole, or a
particular minority, have to rely on non-violent, political means.
The risk of conflict increases even if some of these conditions are not satisfied. For
example, history shows that even a high degree of demographic and cultural homogeneity may
not fully eliminate the possibility of civil unrest or war in conditions of large and widening
economic and social inequalities. This may take different forms: uprisings or revolutions to
change the status quo, military coups to protect it, or the rise of organized crime and corruption
as a means of redistributing wealth. As already emphasized, poverty and economic stagnation are
an ideal environment for such developments. But unequally shared benefits of progress,
especially rapid progress, may produce the same outcome.
The following scenario is not unfamiliar, and the country most likely to experience it
tends to be at a low level of economic development, with most of the population at or close to
subsistence level. Then, a natural resource of strategic importance to the world economy is
discovered on its territory. The discovery offers the prospect of a continuous stream of foreign
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currency earnings and, consequently, the opportunity for the country to transform its economy
and social well-being within a relatively short period to the levels enjoyed by medium- or even
high-income countries. All sections of the society are gripped by high hopes for a time. Then the
disillusionment in and hostility towards the existing order set in. This happens when people
realize that the discovery will make little difference to their lives, as the newly created wealth is
concentrated in the hands of a minority who also control, directly or through their surrogates, the
levers of power. Political oppression may protect the wealth, status and power of the minority for
a time. But, as history shows, it cannot do so indefinitely. Moreover, if foreign corporations are
involved in the production of the resource and their Governments are seen or believed to be
behind the minority who derive most of the benefits from it, it may not take long before the civil
conflict spreads across the borders and assumes international dimensions.
Whatever the overall state of the economy, the likelihood of conflict will increase if
economic inequalities are the result of discrimination against certain groups of society because of
their nationality, race, religion, class or gender. Where this is the case, members of the dominant
social group invariably ensure that the most attractive and lucrative jobs, including key political
offices at all levels, are occupied by those who belong to their group. This enables them to
control, in addition to the country’s productive resources and the way that these are allocated,
also the army, the judiciary and the police. The privileged position enjoyed by the group may be
perpetuated by the fact that the best schools and universities in the country are open
predominantly to their children.
Again, past experience shows that, even if the ethics of such discrimination could be
justified, the longer it persists the more violent the eventual civil conflict is likely to be. This is
particularly true of the countries in which the State actually institutionalizes such inequalities.
The laws and the coercive power of the State are then used to instigate, promote and safeguard
the discrimination in favour of a particular group because of its colour, nationality, religion or
class.
Although institutionalized discrimination and political oppression are not confined to
low-income countries, international comparisons of ‘political freedom’ show that most of these
countries score well below high- and medium-income States on some or all of the following
characteristics: political participation, rule of law, freedom of expression and lack of
discrimination. According to an index of political freedom produced in the early 1990s for the
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UNDPcc, virtually all countries that have experienced civil conflicts, and for which relevant data
are available, are in the bottom half of the index. All of these countries are also ranked in the
bottom 50 per cent of the UNDP Human Development Index.
Primary post-conflict objectives
The most important conclusion to emerge from the preceding analysis is that economic
welfare, social harmony and political stability are so closely linked that all three must form an
integral part of a viable post-conflict strategy. Social harmony and political stability are
particularly difficult to sustain for long in a deteriorating economic environment; and no country
ridden by chronic social frictions and political instability can achieve a sustainable improvement
in economic welfare (employment opportunities, job security and income security). The other
characteristic that these three pillars of well-being have in common is that they may take a long
time to achieve.
To have any chance of success, post-conflict strategies must, therefore, concentrate from
the start on institutional changes and policies that promote reconciliation, reconstruction and
reduction in absolute poverty and income insecurity. The sheer enormity and complexity of the
task that confronts post-conflict States and the realization that in these circumstances economic
policy on its own is not enough has led to a reconsideration of the countries’ priorities. Unlike in
the past, social policy is now heading the list, ahead of structural and macroeconomic policies –
though, of course, all three are extremely important.dd
The reordering of the priorities is not sufficient, however, without another important
change in the institutional approach to problems facing post-conflict countries. As their greatest
need is to create and improve the provision of public goods, it is essential to recognize that “postconflict reconstruction is inherently a top down affair”.ee The central role that the State has to
play in all these countries means that the institutional framework and human resources of critical
importance in the reconstruction effort have to be created and strengthened for the purpose, as
happened in Western Europe after the Second World War.ff “Violent conflict is the final proof
of the failure of governance…. Governance and public administration programmes must
therefore be the cornerstone of peace building efforts”.gg Hence, there is a good reason why the
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concept of good governance ought to be defined as unambiguously as possible in the context of
post-conflict strategies.
People in the States concerned must have an operational criterion by which to judge
whether those who govern them are making a genuine effort to achieve the ultimate objective:
sustainable peace secured through widely shared improvements in material well-being and
respect for the rights of all citizens irrespective of their ethnicity, creed, colour, class or gender.
Stated in these terms, the criterion makes it possible to have a continuous assessment of the
quality of governance in a country and the reasons behind it. Failure to make progress towards
the stated objectives may be the result of one or all of the following: the Government’s
reluctance to pursue them, political and/or administrative shortcomings and inadequate or
inappropriate external assistance.
Reconciliation
If different groups within a post-conflict country are not prepared to cooperate in solving
the problems that caused the civil discontent and war, the country’s future will remain as bleak
as its past. The effort to achieve reconciliation of the warring factions is therefore of critical
importance, and its success will depend on how the authorities deal with four major problems,
each of them more serious after the conflict than before.
First, as all internal conflicts result in atrocities against civilian populations as well as the
combatants, the old grievances, resentments and animosities are likely to be felt even more
intensely. The war may also change the ethnic balance of the population in a region or country,
as large numbers of people are forced to flee their homes. The minority will now feel even more
insecure than before, a fact that the majority may exploit in order to ‘cleanse’ the ethnic or
religious character of their region or country by making the minority’s life intolerable and
forcing it to emigrate. Anticipating this, a Government genuinely determined to promote
reconciliation will act promptly after the conflict to outlaw discrimination and threats against any
group and will use – and be seen to use – the law enforcing agencies to implement the new laws.
This is essential to demonstrate the determination of the authorities to break with the past by
giving all those living on their territory a stake in the new order. The constitutional change will
be fortified further with the reforms that guarantee a genuinely democratic form of government,
this being the only way to give everyone an opportunity to participate in shaping the country’s
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future. Where major demographic imbalances exist and people are likely to vote along ethnic,
religious or racial lines, the new constitution must make sure that the minorities are adequately
represented in the legislative, executive and law-enforcing branches of the State.
Second, unless internal order is reestablished quickly, the end of fighting will not stop the
lawlessness created by civil war. Past malpractices and the war inevitably discredit the existing
State institutions, especially the judiciary and the police. At the same time, with many people
killed and forced into exile, there is likely to be a significant change in the social structure of the
countryhh - seriously weakening family and community control mechanisms. The provision of
internal order and security becomes, therefore, a matter of high priority, as success of the whole
post-conflict strategy depends on it. An essential part of this task is to ensure that people have
confidence in the integrity of the relevant State organs; one way to achieve this is to enable
different groups to participate fully in all the law-enforcing institutions.
Third, civil conflicts reduce the long-term capacity of a country to recover. Apart from
damage to property, casualties will include a substantial number of highly qualified and skilled
people. Some of them are often specially targeted in such conflicts.ii Many of those who survive,
especially the younger and more dynamic among them, will flee the country during the war or
emigrate afterwards. Attracted by the prospect of higher living standards and better working
conditions in the world’s most advanced economies, they normally form a high proportion of
emigrants from low-income States in any casejj. The war and uncertain future in post-conflict
countries will make the prospect of emigration even more attractive for them. The human capital
will be further depleted by a large number of people who come out of the war with physical and
mental disabilities. The problem is particularly serious in Africa where military and paramilitary
personnel have been largely responsible for the transmission of life-threatening diseases like
human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immunodeficiency virus (AIDS/HIV). No post-conflict
country can, therefore, afford discrimination of any kind that prevents the most productive
employment of all those who are able to contribute to the reconstruction and development
process.
Finally, to achieve the primary post-conflict objectives it is important to rebuild and,
where necessary, create new State institutions. That can be done on a lasting basis only with
strong popular support; to give such support people need to be convinced that the new
institutional framework offers them the best chance to escape poverty, social divisions,
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oppression and war. It is just such a fundamental change in the attitudes and institutions, and the
extraordinary economic and social progress that followed, that has transformed Western Europe
over the last sixty years and that made possible the creation of the European Union (EU).kk
Instead of frequent wars that have plagued the continent for centuries, it is inconceivable now
that any two EU member states would go to war to settle a dispute.
Reconstruction
“The reconstruction of physical infrastructure and the provision of social services are
critical for the revival of economic activity and giving people a stake in the peace process”.ll
Although the scale of destruction inflicted by civil wars will vary from country to country, the
effect can be devastating even in conflicts of relatively short duration. In addition to the costs
(human, social and economic) mentioned earlier, shortage of food is a common problem. As a
result, nutritional standards, which are inadequate in low-income countries even at the best of
times, can fall to dangerously low levels. With many residential buildings badly damaged or
destroyed, serious shortage of housing is another common problem. Much of the infrastructure
and productive assets in agriculture and industry will also be destroyed, damaged or made
obsolete during the conflict.
The combined human and economic cost of the devastation can be staggering. For
example, as a result of the genocide in 1994, GDP per capita in Rwanda is 25-30 per cent lower
than it would have been without the conflict.mm During the conflict, 10 per cent of the
population died and almost four times as many people fled to neighbouring countries. As a result
of such heavy casualties, children have been left with the responsibility of looking after 85,000
of the country’s households. The level of poverty has also increased significantly, with 60 per
cent of the population regarded in 2001 as poor and 42 per cent unable to meet basic food
needs.nn
Food, shelter, clothing and medical services must, therefore, be given priority in postconflict countries in order to provide people with the basic needs necessary for survival. What
makes the task of these countries even more difficult is that none of the problems created by civil
conflicts can be solved in isolation. For instance, although it is of critical importance, it may not
be easy to increase food production rapidly for a number of reasons: insecure property rights,
mines left in the countryside, destroyed or obsolete production assets, damaged infrastructure,
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inefficient marketing and lack of access to credit. Industrial capacity and income-support
programmes may be needed to increase the supply of goods essential for agricultural
productionoo, but few, if any, post-conflict countries are in the position to do much about either
for years.
The process of reconstruction is bound, therefore, to take time. The danger is that people
may not be prepared to wait long for the ‘peace dividend’ to materialize. According to World
Bank estimates, even if external assistance is available, it may take a low-income country four to
five years to develop the capacity to use foreign aid effectively. The pressure to achieve a rapid
improvement in economic welfare will be particularly great if public expectations of the benefits
from peace are unrealistically high.
At the same time, although these problems are widely shared, it is difficult to generalize
about the capacity of a country to use foreign assistance. The nature of civil wars and the size of
their cost vary from country to country, as does the capacity of individual countries for rapid and
successful reconstruction. Consequently, the international community must pay special
“attention to local knowledge and perceptions and listen to the needs that are articulated by
conflict affected countries and their ideas about what can be done to address them”.pp Equally
important in assisting post-conflict countries is the need to “build on the capacities that exist”
instead of trying to duplicate “or displace locally developed initiatives”.qq The reconstruction
that involves all sections of the community working in tandem towards common ends, and
seeing the benefits that such cooperation brings, can also play an important role in demonstrating
practical advantages of achieving the reconciliation.
Economic development and poverty reduction
The importance of sustained development in reducing the risk of armed conflict and war
was recognized early in the Industrial Revolution.rr In the static pre-industrial economies, with
rigid social structures that make any change and progress difficult, redistribution of wealth
through war and plunder will come to be regarded as the quickest way to riches and power.ss In
dynamic industrial societies, on the other hand, “affluence and the expectation of
growth…mitigate against extremism. People who may or may not harbour personal ethnic
prejudices will not sacrifice their security and comfort for the sake of provoking violent
conflict”.tt
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There are two important reasons for such a fundamental change in public attitude to war.
First, as John Stuart Mill observed, the continuous specialization, economic interdependence
and, consequently, ‘commerce’ that these developments make essential lead people to realize
that their wealth and prosperity depend on the wealth and prosperity of others.uu As a result, it is
the improvement in economic welfare “which is rapidly rendering war obsolete, by strengthening
and multiplying the personal interests which are in natural opposition to it.” Second, in highly
industrialized societies, war inflicts such heavy human and material costs on all the combatants
that it is “futile – useless even when completely victorious”.vv
The problem is that the conditions of affluence and confidence about the future, in which
“the personal interests” opposed to war outnumber greatly those that benefit from it, still do not
exist in many countries. The task in post-conflict countries in particular is to ensure through
economic development and poverty reduction that they do.
The success in achieving major improvements in economic conditions depends on
numerous decisions that have to be taken early in the process of reconstruction. Two of these are
of critical importance for economic development and poverty reduction in post-conflict
countries: the countries have to adopt the goals that are consistent with the objective of
improving economic welfare in general; and, equally important, they need to employ a system of
ownership and allocation of resources that are the most likely to achieve their main objective,
based on the country’s problems and the social preferences of the population.
The principal goals of economic policy adopted more than fifty years ago by many
countries are familiar enough. They are also highly relevant to post-conflict States because they
were intended specifically to help prevent armed conflicts within and between countries. The
continuing relevance of these goals emerges clearly from numerous international surveys that
indicate that the attitudes, needs and concerns of the world population have not changed
significantly since the 1940s.ww
The reasons behind the five goals of macroeconomic policy make it clear why this is still
the case.
The first goal is to achieve high levels of employment and job security in order to give
everyone a stake in their country’s future so that people do not feel useless, not wanted or live in
fear of the future. This was judged in the 1940s to be so important that it was enshrined in the
United Nations Charter. The second goal aims at sustaining the rate of growth required to
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maintain high levels of employment and job security in the long run. The third goal is to keep
prices stable so that the rate of inflation does not make it impossible to achieve the other
objectives. The fourth goal is to ensure that the gains from economic progress are distributed in a
way that is widely regarded as fair and, also, makes sure that nobody is allowed to exist below a
socially acceptable standard of living. The fifth goal is a sustainable external balance (on the
current and long-term capital accounts) to enable the country to preserve its economic
sovereignty, thus allowing it to pursue the other four goals.xx
The second decision of critical importance concerns the ownership of productive
resources, control over their allocation and which of the two alternatives, private or public, is
most likely to achieve the five goals of economic policy. Unlike the welfare-enhancing decision,
this one is much less clear-cut. The fact that the issue has provoked heated debate, even
revolutions, since the eighteenth century indicates that it is virtually impossible to reach an
unambiguous, definitive answer that is equally valid at all times and places.yy The reason is that
productive resources, economic and social problems, preferences and priorities tend to differ
significantly even among countries which appear to be very similar.
For instance, one problem that all post-conflict countries have in common is inadequate
provision of public goods. That also happens to be the area of economic activity where the State
has traditionally had to play an active role. The reason is that the private sector is either unable to
provide such ‘goods’ (law enforcement, defence) or will do so only for those who are able and
willing to pay for them (healthcare, education, housing).zz However, as the provision, nature and
quality of public goods vary from country to country, the extent to which public and private
sectors need to be involved will also vary.
The same is true, in fact, of those activities that are normally carried out entirely or
predominantly by private corporations. Insecurity and general lack of confidence make it
difficult to attract private investment, both domestic and foreign. Although the problem is
common to all least developed economies, it will be particularly serious in post-conflict
countries.aaa Hence, Government has to become involved in some of these activities either
directly or by providing subsidies to encourage private investment. The subsidies may have to be
substantial to attract foreign private investment. Even Europe was unable to avoid this problem
after the Second World War. Private investors returned to Western Europe only after it had
completed its post-war reconstruction and recovery. The experience of many developing
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countries has led one writer to conclude that “foreign capital typically lags rather than leads
industrial development”.bbb
Yet, this experience is not equally true of all sectors, regions or countries, including those
emerging from a civil war. Despite the risks and uncertainties, private international investment
will flow into a region or country devastated by internal conflict if it has resources that promise a
high return on the capital invested.ccc
As a result, the method and the means used to achieve post-conflict economic objectives
will have to be flexible and pragmatic. This was the approach adopted in the two most successful
post-war recoveries on record, those in Western Europe and Japan.ddd All the countries involved
pursued very similar welfare-enhancing economic goals. But the success that they achieved was
the result of different priorities and policies – determined by each country’s needs and public
preferences.
External economic assistance
Few questions of international economic policy have attracted as much attention since the
1940s as external assistance, its size, the form in which it is provided, conditions attached to it
and its management and monitoring. Moreover, although it is almost sixty years since it was
offered and implemented for a short time only (four years), the Marshall Plan remains for many
people the ‘ideal’ form of external assistance. There are still regular calls for ‘New Marshall Aid’
to be given to this or that region of the world. What those who advocate this usually have in
mind is the financial aspect of the assistance that the United States gave to Western Europe
between 1948 and 1951. It was on an unusually large scale (around $150 billion at today’s
prices) and most of it (over three quarters) consisted of grants. The loans accounted for slightly
less than 10 per cent of the total and the repayment terms were, especially by present day
standards, exceptionally generous. They were to start in 1952 and to be spread over a period of
thirty-five years at a fixed rate of interest (2.5 per cent).eee
However, though the financial side of Marshall Aid deserves the attention that it has
received, it is important not to overlook a number of equally relevant aspects associated with the
Aid.fff
First, other things being equal, external assistance is most likely to succeed when the
recipient’s needs and donors’ interests coincide, as was the case with United States assistance to
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Western Europe and Japan after the Second World War. Otherwise, the danger is that it will be
given for the benefit of donors and, therefore, do little to solve the recipient’s problems.
Second, one of the preconditions for successful foreign assistance is that those who provide it
must resist the temptation to impose on the recipient their preferred solutions and course of
action. It is essential for the receiving country to determine its objectives and priorities and to be
able to pursue the policies most likely to realize them. A successful strategy can be developed
and implemented, therefore, only through the active cooperation between the donors and the
recipient. This may not be easy to achieve in the absence of a genuine coincidence of interests.
Third, a single donor, preferably an international organization coordinating the activities of
various donors, is needed to avoid waste and the risk of failure caused by inconsistencies
between the objectives and policies, duplication of effort and uncoordinated completion of
projects.ggg When there are several donors the danger is that each may pursue its own goals,
which may be very different from those of the country that they are supposed to be assisting. For
instance, they may discriminate in their assistance in favour of a particular group that will
promote their interests – thereby acting contrary to one of the most important preconditions for
avoiding future conflicts. Another problem with many donors, all acting independently, is that it
is not unusual to find in post-conflict countries that even the country’s Government is unaware of
how much external assistance has been given to the country, by whom and for what purpose. As
a result, waste on a large scale is unavoidable, not least because of the unnecessarily large
bureaucracy that the administration of uncoordinated foreign aid requires.
Fourth, donors must not insist on the reciprocity in policies such as trade liberalization
that may impose serious long-term costs on the recipient, preventing it from achieving its
reconstruction and development aims. Contrary to the practice that became increasingly common
towards the end of the last century, the United States unilaterally liberalized its trade in the
second half of the 1940shhh to give other countries easier access to its market, thus making it
possible for them to boost their inadequate dollar reserves.
Fifth, as already mentioned, it is imperative that foreign donors do not impose on the
receiving countries the nature, timing and sequencing of economic policies – each of which can
result in unacceptable social costs and the risk of conflict. It is for this reason that Western
European countries were not prepared to risk either internal deregulation or external
liberalization until their economies were ready for such fundamental changes.iii For example, all
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of them had achieved full employment by the early to mid 1950s and completed their postwar
recovery by the end of the decade. Yet, although the exact timing differed from country to
country, they removed import quotas in the early 1950s, abolished domestic price controls in the
second half of the decade and made their currencies convertible into the US dollar at the end of
1958. Tariff reductions came in the 1960s and early 1970s, more than a decade after most of the
countries had become structural surplus economies, earning large balance-of-payments surpluses
at full employment. It took even longer for exchange controls to be abolished: from the end of
the 1970s through the early 1990s. By that time Western Europe had also, thanks to the
countries’ economic success achieved by these countries through cooperation, managed to realise
the centuries old dream of many Europeans: lasting peace and the creation of the European
Union.
Finally, external donors have the responsibility to ensure through careful monitoring that
the essential post-conflict strategy originally agreed upon is implemented, and to discontinue
development assistance when the recipient is failing to implement it because of widespread
corruption. Equally important, they have the responsibility to prevent their own commercial
interests from encouraging international corruption and failure, especially in post-conflict
countries.
Domestic economic policy
As emphasized in the preceding sections, it is difficult to generalize about specific
policies in post-conflict countries as their conditions, problems, needs and priorities will differ,
often significantly. The same is true of each country’s capacity for successful reconstruction and
development. Nevertheless, there are certain general principles of economic policy that apply to
all of them.
Consistency of policy objectives is among the most important of these principles. If
poverty is at the root of civil conflicts, therefore making its reduction through economic
development the key objective of economic policy, a macroeconomic policy whose main goal is
a low and stable rate of inflation – irrespective of what happens to employment and growth - is
clearly inconsistent with the overall objective. As inflation is for various reasons (widespread
shortages, pent-up demand) a common problem in these countries, the pursuit of low and stable
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prices requires a highly restrictive macroeconomic policy. The result is deflation, economic
stagnation, unemployment, low job security and income, greater poverty and inequality – exactly
the conditions that give rise to conflict.jjj
The economic and social costs of deflation will be even greater if the objective of price
stability is contradicted by policies that are, by their very nature, inflationary. Premature price
deregulation, a sharp increase in indirect taxes and massive devaluation of the currency,
especially when they are implemented at the same time, may give rise to runaway inflation. Yet
these policies were forced on many transition economies in the 1990s, usually as a precondition
for external assistance. The result has been unnecessarily heavy economic and social costs.kkk
Similar policy inconsistencies in a country that has just experienced civil war are certain to result
in a revival of old hostilities and conflict, a totalitarian form of government, or emigration of the
young and those with vocational and professional qualifications and skills.
To avoid similar inconsistencies and outcomes, it is also essential that no structural
policy that can be effective in achieving the post-conflict objective of improving economic
welfare should be ignored for the sake of some economic dogma. All industrial countries have
used a wide range of policies to achieve and maintain their present levels of affluence: industrial,
regional, and others that involved active collaboration between the State and the private sector.lll
Countries that are heavily dependent on exports of one or two primary commodities may need to
use a combination of such policies to diversify their output. The capacity for product
diversification is much greater in large than in small countries. However, whatever the size,
countries need to diversify their economies to reduce vulnerability to external shocks and the risk
of a debilitating deterioration in the terms of trade. The risks are especially serious in the case of
countries dependent on exports of a single primary commodity. Again, it is important not to be
dogmatic about the nature of economic diversification, as branching out into other primary
commodities, manufactures or services may be equally beneficial.mmm
The consistency between the objectives and policies is also of critical importance in the
pursuit of external economic policy. With the exception of a few small, mainly oil-rich States, all
developing countries are essentially in fundamental disequilibrium (that is to say, unable to
reconcile their internal and external economic objectives).nnn The problem is particularly serious
in post-conflict countries. Premature liberalization of trade and capital flows by these countries
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may easily exacerbate their economic problems and thus jeopardise the whole strategy of
reconstruction, development and conflict prevention.
There are several reasons for this.ooo First, their totally inadequate foreign currency
reserves will be drained quickly for purposes other than reconstruction and development.
Second, trade liberalization will reduce Government income. Import taxes are a major source of
income in many developing countriesppp, as they were for a long time, for instance, in the United
States.qqq Third, premature liberalization of trade makes it difficult to phase economic
diversification and moderniszation carefully in order to avoid major losses in economic welfare.
As Samuelson concluded over sixty years ago,rrr it cannot be demonstrated “rigorously that free
trade is better (in some sense) for a country than all other kinds of trade”.sss
In conclusion, a pragmatic approach to macroeconomic policy is required if it is to play
effectively the role for which it was developed: to help post-conflict countries secure sustainable
peace through economic prosperity. To achieve this, it is essential to re-consider, bearing in mind
international experience since the 1940s, priorities attached to the main objectives of
macroeconomic policy, including consistency of the specific policy instruments employed.
Macroeconomic policy should create the conditions that help conflict prevention, not conflict
creation.
Conclusion
The close link between economic prosperity, optimism about the future and peace is not a
recent discovery. It was the realization of the importance of this link that made the German
Government under Bismarck lay down the foundations of the modern welfare state in the
1880s.ttt And it was the appalling brutality and cost of the Second World War that paved the way
for a completely different approach to macroeconomic management and collective social
responsibility in the 1940s. The United States Secretary of State Morgenthau spoke for all of
those attending the Bretton Woods Conference in 1944 when he told them, “All of us have seen
the great economic tragedy of our time. We saw the worldwide depression of the 1930s. We
saw… unemployment and wretchedness – idle tools, wasted wealth. We saw their victims fall
prey, in places, to demagogues and dictators. We saw bewilderment and bitterness become the
breeders of fascism, and finally of war”.uuu
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Unfortunately, not everyone has benefited from the new order. Many countries are still as
poor and vulnerable to civil unrest and conflicts as they have been for centuries, which often
make it impossible for them to escape – without assistance from the international community from the poverty-conflict trap, no matter how much they might wish to do so. That much is
generally recognized and accepted. What we still need is a consensus on how to achieve this
objective.
This paper suggests an integrated approach to the problem and why the task is beyond the
capabilities of a single country or profession. In a globalized world, lasting prosperity and peace
are possible only through collective commitment and effort.
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